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1 INTRODUCTION  
 
The ways in which narratives on heritage are being constructed by the varied stakeholders has 

been widely debated (Harrison 2012; Smith 2006). Traditionally, heritage relied strongly on 
individual experts and their proficiency (Townshend & Pendlebury 1999; Winter 2012). These 
experts, often art historians, architects or archeologists, would develop documents like Charac-
ter Appraisals or Statements of Significance that state the attributes and conveyed cultural val-
ues of the specific heritage-designated areas, such as the historic, age, aesthetical and scientific 
values. It has often been questioned these expert-based values alone were suitable to assess the 
cultural significance of heritage properties, particularly in regard to social values, rooted in the 
familiar and cherished local knowledge and experience (Delafons 1997; Lamei 2005). Besides a 
lack of experts in sociology, anthropology or even psychology, involved in heritage manage-
ment, literature confirms the disparities between the non-expert and expert perceptions (Dupont 
& Van Eetvelde 2012; Pugalis 2009), but not their similarities.  

The inclusion of non-expert stakeholders and their values in heritage management is quite re-
cent (Pendlebury 2009), grounded on principles of democracy and civic engagement (Neal 
2015). Emphasis is being given by varied countries and inter-governmental organizations to 
sustainable and inclusive planning, promoting the integration of expert assessments with public 
perceptions on how individuals and communities value the spaces in which they live (Evans & 
Jones 2011). There is however, little research showing the exact differences and similarities be-
tween both groups of stakeholders, neither exploring their impacts on the state-of-conservation 
or on the effectiveness of processes in heritage management. The roles of the different stake-
holders and influence on decision-making remains controversial (Yung & Chan 2011). In order 
to increase understanding on how expert assessments and public perceptions differ in what they 
value and why, data on the public perceptions of the built environment and its cultural signifi-
cance is needed. The question explored in this research and discussed in this paper is, therefore, 
how data on the public perception about the built environment and its cultural significance can 
be best collected, analyzed, and compared. 
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ABSTRACT: Durham is an historic urban landscape with an historic layering of cultural and 
natural significance created over more than 1000 years. Almost thirty years ago, Durham was 
among the first properties proposed by the United Kingdom to be inscribed on the UNESCO 
World Heritage List. Though, unlike more recent nominations including comparable historic 
urban landscapes, its outstanding universal value was confined to the close surroundings of 
Durham Castle and the Cathedral. The layering of significance of Durham however, goes far 
beyond this set of outstanding universal values. This paper aims to reveal how resourceful 
Durham is, beyond its outstanding universal value. This paper presents and discusses the re-
sults of a pilot study, using the walking interview and other qualitative GIS methods to analyze 
the effectiveness of walked interviews in collecting data regarding public perception on the 
built environment and its cultural significance.  
 

 



2 METHODOLOGY  

In the literature, different methods have been applied to collect data on individual percep-
tions, opinions, activities and even movements. Borgers et al. (2008) defined five categories of 
methods to measure activities and movements: (i) tracking pedestrians, (ii) observing pedestri-
ans by means of camera, (iii) interviewing, (iv) questionnaires, and (v) using high tech equip-
ment like RFID, GPS, cell phones and even virtual reality. The main advantage of tracking and 
observing individuals is the reliability of the data. However, it fails to provide information such 
as intentions, planned activities and expenditures, as interviewing and questionnaires do. In-
stead, inviting individuals to participate in virtual reality experiments allows developing various 
scenarios to investigate different responses (Zacharias 2006). Only, it is unlikely that such ex-
periments can be conducted for large samples, infrequent visitors or with small budgets. 

2.1The walking interview 

Particularly, at the level of interviews, one can find a broad range of methods, from sedentary 
to mobile (Evans & Jones 2011; Butler & Derrett 2014; Emmel & Clark 2009). Walking inter-
views are recommended for their capacity to access individual’s attitudes and knowledge about 
the surrounding environment. It is a more intimate way to engage with a landscape and offers 
privileged insights into both place and self (Solnit 2001). It encourages a sense of connection 
with the environment, which allows researchers to understand, for example, how places are cre-
ated and perceived by the routes people take (Ingold & Vergunst 2008). 

Whilst there are a number of variables in walking interviews including the starting point, set-
ting the route, and data collection tools, there are various methods to support researchers walk 
with participants (Evans & Jones 2011). They range from unstructured e.g. simple walk through 
landscapes chatting with participants, to highly structured tours, specifically designed to pro-
voke reactions on predetermined places. Highly structured tours may seem to be considered less 
efficient in gaging public perception, due to the risk that interviewees may be less familiar with 
the route. However, such a structure does seem to help in keeping focus and defining the envi-
ronment in exploration. 

2.2Research design 

In designing the #invadeDurham project two key methodological questions were identified: 
what is the relationship between what people say about Durham (England, United Kingdom) 
and where they say it. A mixed method approach is defined to analyze comparatively what are 
the qualitative and quantitative differences between the data generated by applying varied 
methods, tailored by the interviewees, within a similar setting, time-set and context. The isola-
tion of location as a relevant variable for the interview process is being addressed by previous 
research (Elwood & Martin 2000; Evans & Jones 2011). We address this methodological chal-
lenge by examining data produced by three sample groups collected simultaneously in the same 
place; those undertaking a structured tour; those undertaking an unstructured tour; and those 
undertaking a sedentary interview. 

There are disadvantages in this kind of approach. There is the possibility that the differences 
in results due to the differences in interviewees in each set, rather than their motion. To tackle 
the problem of cross-contamination earlier addressed, it was chosen to collect the data simulta-
neously, by different interviewers and interviewees. It was felt that a single event would be 
more effective in engaging people to participate than a long-term event with a smaller team. 

The #invadeDurham project took place in the center of Durham, part of which is inscribed on 
the UNESCO World Heritage List since 1986 under criteria (ii), (iv), and (vi) as “Durham Cas-
tle and Cathedral” (UNESCO, 2015). This area was chosen to this pilot project because there is 
an ongoing debate on extending of the protected urban area designated as core zone, in order to 
include landscape attributes as the peninsula and its riverbanks (Figure 2). Moreover, Durham 
displays a high degree of landscape diversity, varying from rivers, riverbanks, monumental 
buildings, medieval neighborhoods and large-scale redevelopments, e.g. Prince Bishops and the 
Gates, in a small area. This helps highlight people’s preferences for walking in different envi-
ronments and the influence that environmental factors exert on a walking interview. 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/238104938_Placing_Interviews_Location_and_Scales_of_Power_in_Qualitative_Research?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-e169d3c4e37ce0f93f07979231938e01-XXX&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzMwNTYyMjIyMjtBUzozODc3NTM2MjA1OTA1OTNAMTQ2OTQ1OTA3NTI0Ng==


Previous contacts developed in the area were used to access the varied communities active in 
Durham. The project was released in local media, but primarily via global social media, e.g. 
Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn and newsletters. A 1 min video was created for the purpose 
(http://vimeo.com/79725736). A web-based platform Protected Urban Planet 2.0 was developed 
to simultaneously enable the community, as well as, the team to follow life stream the project, 
sharing and accessing each other’s  contributions (www.protectedurbanplanet.net). 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1. The #invadeDurham guidance, including the structured tour 

 

Figure 2. Postcard Photograph showing Durham Castle, Cathedral and Framwellgate Bridge over 
the River Wear with it’s tree-dense riverbanks. ©Andrew Heptinstall 

https://webmail.tue.nl/owa/redir.aspx?C=z45UNCQseUeWSJToneCG5bTzZkdKutAI-UA_CnLcCxsfusMIpYHuzYM2vo4cmB4pyQXU9xJRWDk.&URL=http%3a%2f%2fvimeo.com%2f79725736
http://www.protectedurbanplanet.net


By applying mixed methods, #invadeDurham did not exclude people who were either unable 
or unwilling to walk for a relatively prolonged period. From simply selecting a postcard and 
writing a message, include blank cards (hoped to be popular among younger interviewees) to 
sharing their thoughts and value judgements about the city on a video; the sedentary interview 
was to be tailored by the interviewee. The commonality in the interview process was their pro-
file and the choice for a style of interview. From them on, interviewees had the liberty to use 
their own ways to express what Durham and its changes meant to them. No time limit was set to 
restrict the interviews. The structured tours did have a start time, 11am and 2pm. They were 
planned to take between 1-2 hours, depending on how often the person or group would stop, but 
the interviewees would determine the length. Age was a variable- with those able and those that 
were not able to go on the walking tour, for example limiting the number of older generations or 
those with young children. It also had implications on the choice of interview style- with those 
older residents, with their rich historical attachments to place, captured through a sedentary in-
terview and/or sharing their feelings on a postcard. This research also verifies, by equaling the 
setting for both sedimentary and mobile interviews, the sedimentary interviewees would reduce 
the tendency to generalize the covered area as speech object and reference the city as a back-
ground to their biography, rather than the object of discussion (Evans & Jones 2011). 

 

 

 
 
 

Figure 3. Existing and proposed boundaries Durham World Heritage Property – adjusted from 
https://www.durhamworldheritagesite.com/management-plan/4-setting-and-boundaries   

https://www.durhamworldheritagesite.com/management-plan/4-setting-and-boundaries


 

Figure 4. Word Cloud created from the qualitative data collected. 

With exception for the profile and selection of interview style, the conversations were largely 
unstructured. Such ‘hands-off’ approach was purposely designed to facilitate comparison be-
tween the different interview styles, as well as, to empower the interviewee and maximize the 
space for narratives about the city to emerge. Interviewees were coached to do minimal ques-
tioning, based on things mentioned in the interview, simply to maintain the momentum in a nar-
rative about the interviewee’s experiences of the city. Still, interviewees were made aware that 
the interviewers were interested in what Durham city and its changes meant to them, with ques-
tions exploring the personal relationships to the city, histories and specific locations which were 
considered of interest/significance to the interviewee and why.  

The interviewee profiles were created based on six variables, defined by 5 closed questions 
about their birth date, birthplace, home place, education and occupation. Just as gender and in-
terview location, variables such as interview style and tool were noted. Values and justifications 
are to be interpreted-by applying content analysis methods, with post coding techniques.  

Mobile interviewers had a global positioning system (GPS) activated to enable the recording 
of geographical tracks of interviews, alongside the audio or video recording (captured with a 
wearable camera). Sedentary interviewees recorded the location of the questionnaire form in 
situ (either Market Place or WHS visitor centre). The recording of the spatial variables enables 
the researcher to concentrate on the interview, as well as, to facilitate a much more complete 
and accurate spatio-temporal analysis of the data collected (Evans & Jones 2011). To bring to-
gether, audio and GPS records, each audio/video recording would precede the activation of the 
GPS.  

A standard reference was made to match it (“let’s start”). This resulted in the synchronization 
of the audio/video recordings and transcription in a word processor, using a table with a column 
of times and a column with the GPS coordinates representing the initial time and position of the 
recording. Each row represented 10 sec worth of text. This method was used for facilitating the 
transfer into a spreadsheet for linguistic analysis, and subsequently into the GIS.  

2.3Data Collection and Analysis 

During #invadeDurham event on 23/11/2013, the following data was collected: 130 profile 
forms, over 4.5 hours of audio recordings and over 2.5 hours of video recordings from the two 
walking tours. The audio and video recordings were transcribed manually.  This process was 
made difficult given the poor quality of the recordings, given the outdoor and multiple partici-
pants involved, resulting in a fragmentary script.  

Figure 5: Word Cloud created from the qualitative data collected. 



During the data collection and analysis phase, a coherent attempt to identify and categorise 
the perceptions of Durham World Heritage Site was made (Figure 4). In order to objectively 
analyse the data through the categorising of common values, text analysis is proposed. Through 
world cloud explorer and word trees, the semantic relationships and frequency will allow for 
common values and attributes to be drawn out. 

3RESULTS  

In advance of the final stage of analysis, common themes, observations and perceptions of the 
Durham World Heritage Site can be drawn from the initial data analysis. These will be present-
ed with evidence and extracts from the triangulated qualitative data. 

3.1Durham Cathedral and aesthetic values  

Durham Cathedral is one of the two primary monuments, which formed the basis of the 1986 
UNESCO World Heritage Inscription, along with Durham Cathedral. The Cathedral has become 
iconic and a symbol of Durham, a primary motivation for visitors, which is reflected in visitor 
numbers and national and international public surveys. Evidence from #invadeDurham confirms 
this, given it’s centrality in the Word Cloud (Figure 4), reflecting the high frequency in the qual-
itative data, and it’s top scoring in the photograph activity. Comments from participants further 
confirm that Durham Cathedral is the most valued attribute in the World Heritage property, with 
one answering the question ‘What is important to you about Durham?’ with, ‘the Cathedral, 
since it’s the symbol of Durham’.  This perhaps relates to the aesthetical values of the Cathedral 
and its dominant position in the landscape, as noted by a number of participants for example, ‘If 
you notice, whatever direction you come into Durham, the first thing you see is the Cathedral’, 
whilst another commented that ‘I also remember being in awe of the cathedral and how it dom-
inated the skyline’.  

One of the exercises recorded through the profile forms was the selection of one of five post-
cards, which the participants most identified the World Heritage property. The most selected 
image, by 48% of participants was Figure 3. This image assembles the key attributes, which 
were most commonly identified by participants: the cathedral, the castle, the bridges, the river 
and the riverbank trees. 

From the photographic activity (Figure 3) to the word cloud (Figure 4) of the qualitative data, 
the aesthetical values are clearly the dominant public value of Durham World Heritage property, 
through high frequency of responses such as “beautiful”, with key views being often mentioned 
as the (1) views of and from the bridges, (2) train, and in general (3) the visual dominance of the 
Cathedral and the promontory in its surrounding landscape.  

3.2Access, knowledge and value  

The participant’s observations and values of the World Heritage property’s secondary in-
scribed monument, Durham Castle, were contrasting to the ones about the Durham Cathedral.  
Some participants recognised the dual importance of both monuments, with one participant not-
ing on their profile form… ‘It's lovely having just the two 'main' attractions of the castle and 
cathedral, in a way: a common ground for conversations about the distinctiveness of Durham 
and very distinctive points to look down/up at from essentially every point of the city’. 

However, Figure 4 illustrates how Durham Castle was mentioned less by participants. For 
many the value of the Castle is limited due to its poor accessibility. Separated by only a few 
hundred yards, whilst the two monuments have a shared heritage, today they are managed indi-
vidually and subsequently have very different visitor management systems. Respectively, 
Durham Cathedral is managed by the Church of England, has free open access, tours, exhibi-
tions and a café, with however a ban on photography in the cathedral’s interior. Durham Castle, 
managed by the University of Durham is a fulltime University college, and therefore visitor ac-
cess is paid and limited through daily tours, unless you are invited as guest by the students and 
staff of the college.  



It is clear from #invadeDurham, where participants got access to Durham Castle, accessibility 
and values are a core relationship. When asked what they valued most, one respondent com-
mented, ‘Bridge and cathedral. Castle- secondary. Wasn't sure if it was the castle’. 

One illustration perfectly captures this, and it comes from comments made from participants 
from Newcastle, local residents from less than 20miles away… 

‘I was born and raised just outside Durham, so it is like home to me. We have just walked up 
to the cathedral. And I have just said, every time you see it you just go wow...It’s special... I 
have seen it millions, millions of times, but saying that I have never been in the Castle. The ca-
thedral, I could give you a tour. The castle, we have never been in. You don’t appreciate it as 
much... With the castle it is accessibility and for me I associate it with the university, and I don’t 
think that is right. You know, no offensive, but it is to me, part of the university, and I don’t think 
it should be, because it should be everybody’s. You know what I mean? It should be accessible 
just like the cathedral is, but as a public building. The cathedral which I know is a different 
place, a place of worship, but the castle, they both go hand in hand really’.  

 
Therefore, Durham Cathedral not only dominates physically over Durham Castle, it domi-

nates people’s values too. Furthermore both monuments, like the Durham World Heritage prop-
erty as a whole, are part of a living city. It is a place of work, education, leisure and home. Man-
agement and accessibility must work within this living city framework. It is clear that the lim-
ited access to Durham Castle has a major impact on the public value and values of it.  

Figure 6. Based on #InvadeDurham comments and observations within the World Heritage Site distinctive areas 
of character (tangible and intangible) can identified, and could be essential to the future management. 



3.3Landscape as unrecognised yet important attribute.  

Whilst Durham was inscribed primarily for two monuments of Outstanding Universal Value, 
one of the common observations from #invadeDurham was the high public value placed on the 
natural attributes: the River Wear, the tree-dense riverbanks and the hills.  This was confirmed 
in the qualitative data (Figure 4), the photographic activity (Figure 3) and in the tour interviews. 
The high value of the landscape-based attributes and their aesthetical values can be illustrated 
by one profile form, which included the comment: 

‘Beautiful. There is harmony. The river water produces a good feeling and there is balance 
between all the different areas in the picture, castle or buildings, water and the bridge. Lovely 
landscape and beautiful town’.  

Whilst another participant was commented that: 
‘I used to live in Durham, I lived here for three years. It holds memories for me. I think it is 

beautiful. A lot of banks that have kept us fit... A lot of hills. Wherever I go, I see a hill and I say 
it reminds me of Durham. Walking up the hills. The cathedral. The castle. The historical stuff.’  

Finally another profile form included the comment, ‘Durham is different to other places with 
its rural setting with a medieval city’.  

These comments show how the landscape-based attributes can be valued higher than the built 
heritage. The UNESCO inscription discusses the historic value of the riverbank and natural to-
pography in terms of defence, however it recognises that ‘The steep banks of the River Wear, an 
important component of the property’s defensive role, and the full extent of the Castle precinct 
still lie outside the property boundary’ (UNESCO 2015). It is clear from #invadeDurham that 
given the high value placed on Durham’s landscape-based attributes, there should be greater 
protection, through its inclusion within the core zone, meaning the boundary of the World Her-
itage property.  

3.4The scale and boundaries  

Many participants valued the scale of Durham. As evident in Figure 4, words such as ‘small’ 
and ‘compact’ were commonly noted by the participants. Interviews comments confirm this, 
such as ‘It’s just a nice compact size, isn’t it?’, ‘I walk everywhere. It is not far, it is like half an 
hour to get anywhere’ and ‘I like the fact it is really a big village, with a church, a big church.... 
That feeling of a small community, I like that’. Scale is an unrecognised value. As illustrated 
above, the large scale of Durham Cathedral is widely recognised and valued, however Durham 
city as a whole, as a medieval city, is also widely valued. Managing this value (in relation to 
development and physical access) is essential in maintaining both the public value and its out-
standing universal value.  

That this compact landscape for most also included the River Wear also became apparent. 
Throughout #invadeDurham it became apparent that many participants did not know where the 
inscription boundaries were. During each tour, participants were asked where they thought the 
boundary was, all universally agreed that it should be the River Wear and surprised about the 
piecemeal expansion of the boundaries for example the late inclusion of the Palace Green and 
the city walls. As such, the participants and their reactions support the plans for a future expan-
sion of the boundary to include the River and Riverbanks in the World Heritage property. 

3.5Recognition that Durham is a living World Heritage Site 

For many participants, the fact Durham is a living World Heritage city and not fossilised or a 
relic like Stonehenge was an important value in itself. As illustrated by interview and profile 
form responses including ‘It's ancient but also alive- what people do here is as important as the 
buildings to me.’  And ‘everywhere we have been, there has been lots of people doing things in 
the buildings. And that is what makes them part of being interesting. The reason people come 
here is for the buildings’.  

This is recognised by UNESCO in the authenticity and intangible value of the World Herit-
age property, as in the Statement of Outstanding Universal Value it is noted that…’the property 
has remained continually in use as a place of worship, learning and residence. Durham Cathe-
dral is a thriving religious institution with strong links to its surrounding community. The Castle 



is accessible through its use as part of the University of Durham, a centre of excellence for 
learning’ (WHC UNESCO, 2015). 

3.6World Heritage Status 

Finally whilst the benefits of World Heritage Status were recognised by many, the challenges 
of current and future management were widely discussed including future development, rede-
velopment, traffic management and gentrification. Key issues were redevelopment in the Mar-
ket Square, notably the loss of the cobbled surfaces, which some respondents termed a ‘dis-
grace’ and that it had ‘ripped the heart out’, whilst others called for a balance in future devel-
opments recognising that it ‘has lots of heritage that we are proud of, but needs to stay up to 
date and stay in the modern world’.“So it is a mixture of ancient heritage, green environment 
(wooded river) and modern activity”. 

4LIMITATIONS 

During data collection, limitations became apparent. Notably, limited mobile and Wi-Fi cov-
erage. The older participant demographic, with a lower smartphone ownership rate, meant that a 
significantly lower of user-generated content was uploaded to the protected urban planet web-
site. In addition, the participant-led tour, a hands-off approach, also proved somehow un-
successful as participants were expecting the tour hosts to lead the way and wanted to be told 
about Durham and what is special about it. Instead, the exercise was the other way around. They 
should tell the tour hosts what they value and why. This restricted the route and the identifica-
tion of sites of value for them, which sometimes were located outside of this route e.g. (add ex-
ample). The time-consuming nature of the tour, approximately 2 hours, might also limited par-
ticipant engagement as many did not stay and complete the full journey.  

5DISCUSSION  

This paper has presented the findings of the #invadeDurham pilot study. Using Durham as the 
case study it has shown how a holistic approach to identifying heritage values is required. 
Crowdsourcing public values and perceptions of the built environment and its cultural signifi-
cance through a mixed methodology including both walking and sedentary interviews the layer-
ing of significance was realized. Whilst the success of the walking interview was limited due to 
technological and time barriers, and the subsequent qualitative data remains subject to semantic 
analysis, the complexity and diversity of values and their relationship with the official expert 
recorded values is evident. The research confirms how heritage values and significance go be-
yond the ascribed outstanding universal values and expert-based values. Recognizing this gap 
and adapting heritage management practices that capture public values especially through a di-
verse and innovative mixed methodology seems essential for a better understanding of the cul-
tural significance of Durham, but also to heritage in general.  
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